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It is shown that if b,,..., 6, is a u-essential sequence over an ideal I in a 
Noetherian ring R, then certain permutations of u, tb ,,..., tbi, b,, ,,..., b, are a U- 
esential sequence of ZS?(R, B,) and over tZ4e(R, Z+Zf,), where B,=(bl,..., b,)R 
(0 < ids) and S?(R, J) is the Rees ring of R with respect to its ideal J. A number of 
related results are also given concerning: u-essential sequences over Z and over ID 
or (Z/bk)D, where D is the monadic transformation ring R[Bi/bn] or 
R[(Z+ &)/b,]; when R is local, the u-essential cograde of Z; a containment relation 
between the essential prime divisors of f3, and the u-essential prime divisors of 
Z+ B,; and the fact that every permutation of b,,..., b, is a u-essential sequence over 
Z and is an essential sequence in R. 0 1986 Academic Press, Inc. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
All rings in this paper are commutative Noetherian rings with identity. 
In 1981, D. Rees [lo] introduced the concept of an asymptotic sequence 
(see (2.1) for the definitions) over an ideal Z in a Noetherian ring R and 
used it to prove some results concerning the analytic spread of I. Then in 
[7] it was shown that asymptotic sequences in R (that is, asymptotic 
sequences over Z= (0)) have many of the basic properties of R-sequences, 
and in [S] it was shown that most of the results mentioned in the above 
abstract hold when “u-essential sequence” is replaced with “asymptotic 
sequence.” 
In the summer of 1983, S. McAdam and I [3] introduced the concept of 
essential sequences in R (that is, essential sequences over Z= (0)) and 
showed that these sequences also have many of the basic properties of R- 
sequences and are an excellent analogue of asymptotic sequences in R. But 
it turns out that essential sequences over ideals I# (0) are not a good 
analogue of asymptotic sequences over I# (0), so the analogy between 
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asymptotic properties and essential properties breaks down when it comes 
to sequences over a nonzero ideal. To repair this break, D. Katz and I 
introduced in [2] the concept of u-essential sequences over an ideal Z, and 
it is shown there that u-essential sequences of I do play the analogues role 
to asymptotic sequences over I and that they coincide with essential 
sequences in R (that is, essential sequences over Z= (0)). 
It turns out that there are four parallel theories involved here: the stan- 
dard, asymptotic, essential, and u-essential theories. Specifically, asymptotic 
sequences in R, asymptotic prime divisors, and asymptotic grade play the 
roles in the asymptotic theory that R-sequences, associated primes, and 
classical grade play in the standard theory of ideals in Noetherian rings, 
and essential sequences in R, essential prime divisors, and essential grade 
play the analogous roles in the essential theory, and similarly for u-essential 
in place of essential. Further, essential sequences in R and u-essential 
sequences in R coincide, and this implies that the essential grade and U- 
essential grade of an arbitrary ideal Z coincide. But when applying these 
theories the concept of a sequence over a nonzero ideal Z is sometimes very 
useful, and here there is a good analogy between asymptotic sequences over 
Z and u-essential sequences over Z, but essential sequences over Z are dif- 
ferent from u-essential sequences over Z (when I# (0)) and they do not 
have many nice properties. Suffice it to say here that the asymptotic theory, 
the essential theory, and the u-essential theory have to date shown some 
interesting and useful information concerning associated primes, the 
cograde of an ideal, and properties of locally quasi-unmixed (asymptotic 
theory) and locally unmixed (essential theory and u-essential theory) 
Noetherian rings. Also, these three new theories are very useful when work- 
ing with a local ring R, since they can be used to give considerable internal 
(to R) information concerning Ass R*, where R* is the completion of R. 
The purpose of the present paper is to show that the results concerning 
asymptotic sequences over an arbitrary ideal Z (possibly I= (0)) and Rees 
rings in [S] have valid analogues concerning u-essential sequences over Z 
and Rees rings. (The proofs of the main theorems in the present paper are 
considerably simpler than the proofs of the corresponding theorems in [8], 
since they consist of reducing to the case when R is a complete local 
domain and then using the fact that asymptotic sequences over Z and U- 
essential sequences over Z coincide in this case.) Also, we sharpen some of 
the results in [8], and as applications of the main theorems we prove 
several new results concerning u-essential sequences over I. For example, it 
is shown that if R is local, then a permutation of a u-essential sequence 
over Z is again a u-essential sequence over Z and is an essential sequence in 
R (= u-essential sequence in R). Also, three new characterizations of the U- 
essential cograde of Z are given, and a nice containment relation is shown 
to hold between the essential prime divisors of Bi and the u-essential prime 
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divisors of I + B,, where B, = (b , ,..., bi)R and bl ,..., b, are a u-essential 
sequence over I. All of these results are essentially corollaries of the two 
main theorems in Section 3, and it seems to be in their nature that it is 
necessary to use Rees rings to prove them. 
U-essential sequences over Z and u-essential prime divisors seem to be 
useful new concepts that help in determining properties of local rings. 
Quite a few new results concerning such sequences and prime divisors are 
established in this paper; hopefully, these will be useful in future work in 
this area. 
2. D~~ITIONS AND ~~LI~NARY RESULTS 
In this section we recall the relevant definitions and a few of the most 
often used known facts concerning them, and then we prove two new 
results that will be used in proving the main theorems in Section 3. We 
begin with the definitions. 
(2.1) DEFINITION. Let ZC P be ideals in a Noetherian ring R such that 
P is prime and let bl,..., b, be nonunits in R. Then: 
(2.1.1) If R is semi-local, then R* denotes the completion of R in its 
natural topology. 
(2.1.2) The Rees ring W = 9(R, Z) of R with respect to Z is the graded 
(Noetherian) subring R[u, tZ) of R[t, u], where t is an indeterminate and 
u = l/t. 
(2.1.3) P is an asymptotic prime divisor of Z in case P is a prime 
divisor of (I&), for all large k, where (r?G), is the integral closure in R of Z’. 
a*(Z) denotes the set of asymptotic prime divisors of I. 
(2.14) P is an essential prime divisor of Z in case there exists 
ZE Ass(Rp)* (see (21.1)) such that Z(R,)* +z is ~(R~)*“primary. E(Z) 
denotes the set of essential prime divisors of I. 
(2.1.5) P is a u-essential prime divisor of I in case P= p n R for some 
p~~(a~(R, I)) (see (2.1.2) and (2.1.4)). U(Z) denotes the set of u-essential 
prime divisors of I. 
(2.1.6) bl ,..., b, are an asymptotic sequence ouer Z in case 
(r, b, ,..., b,)R#Rand bj$tJ a*((& b, ,..., bi-,)R) for i= l,..., s (see (2.1.3)). 
An asymptotic sequence over (0) is simply called an asymptotic sequence in 
R. 
(2.1.7) b, ,..., b, are an essential sequence over Z in case 
(I, b 1 ,..., b,)R# R and bi$ U E((Z, bl ,..., b,-,)R) for i= l,..., s (see (2.1.4)). 
An essential sequence over (0) is simply called an esse~tiul sequence in R. 
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(2.1.8) b ,,..., b, are a u-essential sequence over I in case 
(I, b 1 ,..., b,)R#R and bi$U U((3, b, ,..., bi-,)R) for i= l,..., s (see 2.15)). 
A u-essential sequence over (0) is simply called a ~-essential sequence in R. 
Quite a few results concerning these definitions are known. Remark (2.2) 
contains a list of these that will be most often used in the remainder of this 
paper. 
(2.2) Remark. Let I be an ideal in a Noethe~an ring R and let bl,..., b, 
be nonunits in R. Then the following hold: 
(2.2.1) It is shown in [ 11 that Ass R/Ik stabilizes for all large k, and 
if A*(Z) denotes this stabilized set, then a*(l) u E(I) c U(Z) c A*(Z), by [2, 
(2.5.7) and (2.2.2)]. 
(2.2.2) If S is a multiplicatively closed set in R and P E Spec R is such 
that P,# Rs, then PEA*(I) (resp., E(I), U(1)) if and only if P,E A*(fs) 
(resp., E(I,), U(Z,)), by [7, (2.9.2)] (resp., [3, (3.3.2); 2, (2.5.1)]). 
(2.2.3) bl ,..., b, are a u-essential sequence in R if and only if they are 
an essential sequence in R, by [2, (3.10)]. Also, if b, ,..., b, are a u-essential 
sequence over Z, then they are an essential sequence over f and an 
asymptotic sequence over 1, but not conversely, by [Z, (2.4) and (7.4)]. 
(2.2.4) bl ,..., b, are an asymptotic sequence (resp., u-essential 
sequence) over I if and only if for i = l,..., s and for all P E Spec R such that 
(4 b , ,..., bi)R G P it holds that the images of b, ,..., bi in R, are an 
asymptotic sequence (resp., u-essential sequence) over I,, by [7, (2.9.2)] 
(resp., [2, (3.3.1)]). 
(2.2.5) b ,,..., b, are an asymptotic (resp., u-essential) sequence over I 
if and only if their images in R/z are an asymptotic (resp., u-essential) 
sequence over (I+ z)/z for all minimal (resp., for all) z E Ass R, by 
C6, (6.311 tresp., C2, (3.4.1 )I). 
(2.2.6) If A is a faithfully flat N~the~an R-algebra, then bl,..., b, are 
an asymptotic (resp., u-essential) sequence over I if and only if they are an 
asymptotic (resp., u-essential) sequence over 1.4, by [6, (6.5) and (6.8)] 
(resp., [2, (3.5.1)]). 
Essential sequences over I do not behave very nicely; in particular, a 
number of the properties of u-essential sequences over I used in proving the 
results in this paper do not hold for essential sequences over I (except when 
I= (0)). For this reason, essential sequences ouer I will not be considered in 
the remainder of this paper. However, as noted in (2.2.3), essential sequen- 
ces in R coincide with u-essential sequences in R, so the simpler terminology 
“essential sequence in R” will be used rather than “u-essential sequence in R.” 
Therefore (2.2.4 j(2.2.6) hold for essential sequences in R, since these are 
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simply u-essential sequences over I= (0); when this meaning of 
(2.2.4)-(2.2X5) is intended, it will be indicated by, for example, “(2.2.4) (with 
I= (0) there).” 
When proving a result concerning an asymptotic (or a u-essential) 
sequence over an ideal I is a Noetherian ring R, by using the results listed 
in (2.2) it is often possible to assume that R is a complete local domain. In 
particular, this is how the proofs of the main theorems in Section 3 are 
proved, and the following lemma will be helpful in this regard. (A stronger 
version of this lemma is given in [ 2, (3.1)], but (2.3) is sufficient for our 
needs in this paper, and its proof is considerably simpler than that of 
c2, (3.111.) 
(2.3) LEMMA. Let A be a$nitely generated integral domain over a com- 
plete local domain R. Then the following hold for all ideals 1 in A: 
(2.3.1) a*(Z) = U(I). 
(2.3.2) If b ,,.,., 6, are nonunits in A, then they are an asymptotic 
sequence over Z if and only if they are u-essential sequence over I. 
(2.3.3) rf b, ,..., b, are nonunits in A, then they are an asymptotic 
sequence in R if and onIy if they-are an essential sequence in R. 
Proof. L% = W(A, I) is locally quasi-unmixed, since R is complete, so 
~*(~)=~p~A:~~~*(~)~=~pnA; p is a height one prime divisor of 
uW), by [6, (2.7); 7, (4X9-J. And U(I)= (pn A; Poe), by (2.15). 
Now if pE E(u~), then u(z%?J* + z is p(L$,)*-primary for some z E Ass($,)*, 
by (2.1.4). Therefore (u(9$,)* + z)/z is p(%,,)*/z-primary, so necessarily 
height p( 4e,) */z = 1. But 9 is finitely generated over the complete local 
domain R, so W is locally unmixed, by [4, Corollary, p. 611. Therefore 
depth z = altitude (%$)*, so it follows that height p = 1. Also, if is clear by 
(2.1.5) that every height one prime divisor of z& is in E(u9), so 
E(z&) = {p; p is a height one prime divisor of uW>. Therefore 
U(Z)= (pnA;pE U(z&)f=~*(I), so (2.3.1) holds. 
Part (2.3.2) follows immediately from (2.3.1) and the de~nitions, (2.1.6) 
and (2.1.8). And, by taking I= (0), (2.3.3) follows from (2.3.2) and (2.2.3). 
Q.E.D. 
This section will be closed with (2.4). This result sharpens [S, (7.1)] (by 
including the case i = 0), and it shows that the asymptotic sequence version 
of (3.1) holds. 
(2.4) Remark. With the notation of (3.1), replace “u-essential sequence” 
with “asymptotic sequence” throughout. Then (3.1.1) and (3.1.2) hold if 
either: 
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(2.4.1) J= (0), i>O, and H=I.%?; or, 
(2.4.2) J = I and H = tI9. 
Proof: Part (2.4.1) is proved in [S, (3.3)]. 
For (2.4.2), if i>O, then this is proved in [S, (7.1)]. If i= 0, then it is 
shown in [S, (4.1)] that U, b i,,.., b, are an asymptotic sequence over tM. 
Therefore, if it is shown that (*): b, ,..., bj, U, bi+ I ,..., 6, are an asymptotic 
sequence over tI92 for i = l,..., s; then (3.1.1) holds for H = tI3 when i = 0, 
and it readily follows from this that (3.1.2) also holds in this case. Now if R 
is local with maximal ideal M, then (u, M, tI)B is the only maximal 
homogeneous ideal in W (see (6.5)), so (*) holds in this case, by 
[S, (6.6.1)]. Therefore in the present case fix i ( 1 < i < s) and let P E Spec W 
such that (tI, d, ,..., d,)W E P, where d, ,..., d,, are the first n (1 <n<s+ 1) 
elements from b, ,..., bi, u, b,+l ,..., b,. Then by considering the cases 
(i) u E P and (ii) u $ P, it follows as in the fifth and sixth paragraphs of the 
proof of (3.1) that the images in L%‘~ of d, ,..., d, are an asymptotic sequence 
over tMp. Therefore (*) holds by (2.4.2). Q.E.D. 
3. U-ESSENTIAL SEQUENCES OVER I AND REES RINGS 
In this section we prove the two main theorems which relate a u-essential 
sequence over an ideal I in a Noetherian ring R to certain Rees rings R. 
The first shows that such a sequence gives rise to several related u-essential 
sequences over I%’ or tIS?, and the second characterizes uch a sequence in 
terms of a related essential sequence in 5e(R, I). Finally, the converse of 
(3.1) is considered in (3.3). 
Theorem (3.1) is quite compactly stated. It includes the u-essential 
sequence versions of [8, (3.3) and (7.1)] (plus the case i=O for [8, (7.1)]) 
and half of [S, (4.1)]; these are three of the main results in [S]. The other 
half of [8, (4.1)] is given in (3.3.1). The restrictions on the permutations in 
(3.1.1)(ak(c) are necessary because of the proof of [8, (3.2)]. Specifically, 
if A = R[u, X1,..., X,] is such that A/K = W and if P E Spec A contains K 
and some bj, then it was necessary to have P also contains bl ,..., bj- 1. 
These permutations fulfill this requirement. Also, they imply that bi+ , ,..., b, 
must appear in order, but with the elements t( and tbj (j= l,..., i) inter- 
spersed in any order. 
(3.1) THEOREM. Let 6, ,..., b, be a u-essential sequence over an ideal I in a 
Noetherian ring Rand let Bi=(bl ,..., bi)R (i=O, l,..., s). Let JE {(0), I},fix 
i (0 < i < s), let W = W(R, J+ Bi), let H be a homogeneous ideal in 2, and 
consider the following statements: 
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(3.1.1) Ifd, ,..., d,,, are a permutation of u, tb, ,..., tbi, b,, ,,..., b, of 
one of the following types: 
(a) d,=u and ~~dj=b, and k>i-i-1, then b,-,=dj-s for some 
g2 1; 
(b) d, = tb ,,..., dj=tbj(for some j (l<j<i)), dj+l=u, and if 
dh=bk and k>z+ 1, then bkml =d,-,forsomeg>l; 
(c) di= tbj (j= l,..., i), di+h=bi+h (for h= I,,.., k and with 
1 <k<s--i), d. r+k+l=u, and d,,,=bmWt (for m=i+k+2,...,s+l); 
then dl ,..., d,, , are a u-essential sequence over H. 
(3.1.2) rf every permutation of b , ,..., b, is a u-essential sequence over I, 
then every permutation of u, tbl,..., tb,, b,, 1,..., b, is a u-essential sequence 
over H. 
Then the following hobo 
(3.1.3) ZfJ=O and i>O, then (3.1.1) and (3.1.2) hold with H=I9?. 
(3.1.4) If J-I, then, for i=O, l,..., s, (3.1.1) and (3.1.2) hold with 
H = tre5t. 
Proof. Assume first that R is a complete local domain Then br ,...? 6, 
are an asymptotic sequence over Z, by hypothesis and (2.3.2). Therefore, if 
we replace “u-essential sequence” by “asymptotic sequence” throughout 
(3.1), then both conclusions in (3.1.3) and (3.1.4) hold, by (2.4.1) and 
(2.4.2). However, it follows from (2.3.2) that an asymptotic sequence over 
an ideal in @J is a u-essential sequence over that ideal, hence both con- 
clusions in (3.1.3) and (3.1.4) hold as stated. 
Now assume that R is a complete local ring. Let z’ E Ass W and let 
z=z’nR. Then ZEASS R, z’ = zTn B with T the total quotient ring of W, 
and Ye/z’ E a( R/z, (J + Bi + 2)/z), by [9, Theorem 1.5 and Lemma 1,1-J. 
Also, the images in R/z of b ,,..., b are a u-essential sequence over (I + 2)/z, s 
by (2.2.5). Therefore both conclusions in (3.1.3) and in (3.1.4) hold in B/z’, 
by the preceding paragraph, so it follows from (2.2.5) that all four con- 
clusions hold in GP. 
Next assume that R is a local ring. Let R* be the completion of R and 
yl = 9(R*, (J-t- Bi) R*). Then Y is a Noetherian ring and is a faithfully flat 
W-module, by [6, (6.4)]. Also, b1 ,..., b, are a u-essential sequence over IR*, 
by (2.2.6). Therefore both conclusions in (3.1.3) and in (3.1.4) hold in 9, 
by the preceding paragraph, so it follows from (2.2.6) that all four con- 
clusions hold in 8. 
Finally, let R be an arbitrary Noetherian ring. Let P E Spec D such that 
(H, 4 ,...> d,)gcP for some n (l$n<s-tl) and let p=PnR. We con- 
sider two cases: (if u E P and (ii) u & P. 
If (i) holds, then (I, bl,..., b,)Rcp (since H (=IB or tZB)s P and 
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bi = utbj f ~$8 c P for j = l,..., i). Therefore, if bi ,..., b, (h B i) arc in p, then 
their images in R, are a u-essential sequence over I,, by (22.4). Also, if 
S= R-p, then S(R,, (.Z+B,),)z8.V, and (ZZ, d, ,..., d,).%?ScZ’S#&‘s. 
Therefore the images of d, ,..., d,, in SI!?p are a u-essential sequence over ZZgP, 
by the local ring case. 
If (ii) holds, then 5t?P = R[t, ~]~~t~,~,, so for .j = l,..., n the image in gP of 
dj is either the unit f times the image of bk, if d,= tb,, or it is the image of 
bk, if dj = bk. Also, HS#, = I&?,, since either H = I9 or H = tZ92 and t is a 
unit in BP. But BP= ~~~~~~~~~~ and u is transcendental over R, so it 
follows from (2.2.6) and (2.2.4) that the images in R[ulQ of b,,..., b, are a 
u-essential sequence over ZR[U]~ for all prime ideals ez (Z, b, ,..., 6,) R[u]. 
Therefore it follows that the images of dl,..., d, in k& are a u-essential 
sequence over HSfp. 
Therefore the images in BP of d ,,..., d,, are a u-essential sequence over 
ZZgP in both cases (i) and (ii), so it follows from (2.2.4) that both con- 
clusions in (3.1.3) and in (3.1.4) hold in $#. Q.E.D. 
Concerning (3.1.2), it is shown in (6.2) that if bl,..., 6, are in the Jacobian 
radical of R, then every permutation of b, ,..., b, is a u-essential over I. 
Theorem (3.2) gives a useful characterization of when b, ,..., b, are a U- 
essential sequence over I. 
(3.2) THEOREM. Let I be an ideui in a ~uet~e~~an ring R, let 
9 = W(R, I), and let b, ,..., b, be non~nits in R. Then 6, ,..., b, are a u-essential 
sequence ouer I if and oniy $ u, b 1 ,..., b, are an essential sequence in a. 
Proof Let S=(U (P;PEU((I,~ ,,..., b;)R), i=O, l,..., s})u(U (pnR; 
P E E((u, b, I..., bi)B)y i= 0, l,..., s}), and let S= R - U {P; PEP}. Then B 
is a finite set, and it follows from (2.2.4) and the definition of S that 
b, ,..., b, are a u-essential sequence over Z if and only if their images in R, 
are a u-essential sequence over I,. Also, p E E((u, bl,..., bi)9) if and only if 
pS E E((u, b, ,..., bi) gS), by (2.2.2) and the definition of S, so it follows from 
(2.1.7) that U, b , ,..., b, are an essential sequence in W if and only if their 
images in gS are an essential sequence in SS. Therefore, since $+ 
B(R,, Z,), it may be assumed that R is semi-local. 
Let Y = B(R*, IR*), so Y is a faithfully tlat Noetherian g-algebra, by 
[6, (6.4)]. Therefore b i ,..., b, are a u-essential sequence over Z if and only if 
they are a u-essential sequence over ZR*, by (2.2.6). Also, U, bl,..., b, are an 
essential sequence in W if and only if they are an essential sequence in Y, 
by (2.2.6) (with I= (0) there). Thus it may be assumed that R is a complete 
semi-local ring. 
Now, with T the total quotient ring of R[t], it holds that 
Ass%= {zT~B;zEAssR) and 9/(zTnB?)r@R/z, (I+z)/z), by [9, 
Theorem 1.5 and Lemma 1.11. Also, b i ,..., b, are a u-essential sequence over 
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Z if and only if their images in each R/z are a u-essential sequence over 
(I+ z)/z for all ZE Ass R, by (2.2.5). Further, u, bi,..., b, are an essential 
sequence in 9 if and only if their images in each 9/z’ are an essential 
sequence for all z’ E Ass 9, by (2.2.5) (with Z= (0) there). Therefore it may 
be assumed that R is a complete local domain. 
Now b 1,..., b, are a u-essential sequence over Z if and only if they are an 
asymptotic sequence over Z, by (2.3.2). Also, b,,..., 6, are an asymptotic 
sequence over Z if and only if u, bI,..., b, are an asymptotic sequence in 9, 
by [8, (5.6.1)]. Finally, u, 6, ,..., b, are an asymptotic sequence in 9 if and 
only if they are an essential sequence in R, by (2.3.3). Q.E.D. 
Part (3.3.1) gives a partial converse (see (3.4)) of the case i= 0 of (3.1.4), 
and (3.3.2) gives a strong converse of (3.1.3) and (3.1.4). (The proof of 
(3.3.1) uses two results from Section 6, so we note here that neither (6.5.2) 
nor (6.6) depends on (3.3.1).) 
(3.3) PROPOSITION. Let Z and J be ideals in a Noetherian ring R, let 
92 = B(R, J), and let b, ,..., 6, be nonunits in R. Then b, ,..., b, are a u-essen- 
tial sequence over Z in the following cases: 
(3.3.1) J= Z is contained in the Jacobson radical of R and u, b, ,..., 6, 
are a u-essential sequence over tZB. 
(3.3.2) b, tkl ,..., b, tk* are a u-essential sequence over either I9 or tZ9, 
where all ki 2 0. 
Proof: For (3.3.1) tZB? is contained in all maximal homogeneous ideals 
in 9, by hypothesis and (6.6). Therefore, if u, b, ,..., b, are a u-essential 
sequence over tZ9, then they are an essential sequence in W, by (6.5.2) so 
the conclusion follows from (3.2). 
For (3.3.2) the hypothesis and (2.2.4) imply that bI,..., b, are a u-essen- 
tial sequence over ZR[t, u] = ZB[ l/u], so the conclusion follows from 
(2.2.6). Q.E.D. 
(3.4) Remark. It was shown in [8, (4.1)] that (3.3.1) holds with 
asymptotic sequence replacing u-essential sequence and without assuming Z 
is contained in the Jacobson radical of R. By using this result and reducing 
to the complete local domain case it can be shown that the Jacobson 
radical hypothesis in (3.3.1) is also not needed; the details are similar to the 
proofs of (3.1) and (3.2) so they will be omitted. 
4. U-ESSENTIAL SEQUENCES OVER Z AND MONADIC TRANSFORMATIONS 
In this section we give the monadic transformation analogues of (3.1) 
and (3.2). In these results we use the following notation: if L = (b, ,..., b,)R 
is an ideal in R and c is a nonnilpotent element in R, then R[L/c] is the 
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subring of R[ l/c] generated by the elements b:/c' (i= l,..., n), where 
denotes residue class modulo Ker(R + R[ l/c]). 
(4.1) PROPOSITION. With the notation of (3.1), fix k (1 <k < i < s) and 
let D = R[ (J+ Bi)/b,]. Then the following hold 
(4.1.1) Each permutation of the images in D of b,, bl/bk,..., bk- ,/b,, 
bk + 1 /bk ,---, bilbk, bi+ 1 y---f b, which corresponds to one of the permutations in 
(3.l.l)~a~(c) is a ~-essential sequence over K, where either X=fD, if 
J= (0), or K= (I/b,)D, if J= I. 
(4.1.2) If every permutation of b, ,..., 6, is a u-essential sequence over I, 
then every permutation of the elements listed in (4.1.1) is a u-essential 
sequence over K, where K is us in (4.1.1 f. 
Proof (The correspondence mentioned in (4.1.1) is: u e bkt bj/b, s tbj 
(.j= l,..., i) and b, s b, (h = i + l,..., s).) Let 9=92[l/tb,]. Then 
b,Y=uY, so (bj/bk)Y= (tb,i)Y (j= l,..., i) and either HY=W or 
H9’ = tIY = (I/bk)9’. Now each permutation of u, tb, ,..., tb, _, , 
tb ki I,..., tbi, bi, , ,...> b, as in (3.1.1)(a)-(c) (or as in (3.1.2)) is a u-essential 
sequence over H,G%, by (3.1.3) and (3.1.4), so it follows from (2.2.4) that 
each permutation of the images of u, b,/bk ,..., b, _ ,/bk5 bk + l/bk ,.,., bi/bk, 
bi+ 1 y...T b, as in (3.1.1)(a)-(c) (or as in (3.1.2)) is a u-essential sequence 
over HY. Therefore the conclusions follow from (2.2.6), since 
Y = D[tb;, l/tbh] and tb; is transcendental over D, where b6 is the image 
of b, in R[ l/b,]. Q.E.D. 
Proposition (4.2) corresponds to (3.2). In its proof we use [Hlk 
( - co < k -C co) to denote (r E R; rtk E H}, where H is a homogeneous ideal 
in W. Also, concerning the element c in (4.2), it can be shown that if R is 
local with infinite residue field, then each element in a minimal basis of a 
minimal reduction of 1 is a suitable choice for c. (See, for example, the 
proof of [5, Lemma 3, p. 150].) 
(4.2) PROPOSITION. Let b , ,..., b, be a u-essential sequence over an ideal I 
in a Noetherian ring R, and let B= (b ,,..., b,) R. Then for each regular 
element c E Z such that ck 4 (I + B) Ik for all k > 1 it holds that the images of 
c, 6, ,---, b, in D = R[l/c] are an essentjal sequence in D. 
Proof Let 9 =B(R, f), Y =9l?[l/tc], and J= (u, 6, ,..., b,)CX Then 
JY = Y implies that (tc)k E J for some k 2 1, so ck E [Jlk = I’* ’ + Blk = 
(I + B) Ik. Therefore the choice of c implies that JY # 9, so it follows from 
the hypothesis, (3.2), and (2.2.4) (with I= (0) there) that the images of u, 
b i,..., b, in Y are an essential sequence in 9’. Therefore the conclusion 
follows as in the last of the proof of (4.1). Q.E.D. 
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(4.3) Remark. The associated graded ring 4t(R, L) of a Noetherian 
ring R with respect to its ideal L is (isomorphic to) 9/z&, where 
W = R(R, L). Therefore, because of (3.1), it might be expected that the 
images in 9=9t(R,J+BJ of the sequences in (3.1.1)(a) should be u- 
essential sequences over I9 or over tZ9. And because of (3.2) it might 
likewise be expected that the images in 9 = 9(R, Z) of b, ,..., b, should be 
an essential sequence in Q. Unfortunately these results do not hold; a 
specific example of the failure of the second of these can easily be given by 
using the fact that if b !,..., b, are an essential sequence, then b, is regular, 
by [3, (4.2.111. (So, if R is a complete local domain and bl,..,, b, are an 
essential sequence in R such that Ass 9&&% has an imbedded element, 
where 9 = W(R, (b , ,..., b,)R), then the images in Y of b, ,..., b, are not an 
essential sequence, since E(u9) = U(z.&), by [2, (2.5.8)] (so all prime 
ideals in E(u9) have height one, by the proof of (2.3.2)). An by taking 
I= (0), this also shows the failure of the first of these.) 
5. ON THE U-ESSENTIAL COGRADE OF AN IDEAL 
In this section we first define the u-essential grade and u-essential 
cograde of an ideal and then give three new characterizations of this 
cograde. We begin with the definitions. 
(5.1) DEFINITION. Let Z be an ideal in a Noetherian ring R. Then: 
(5.1.1) The essential grade of Z, denoted egd(Z), is the length of an 
essential sequence in R maximal with respect to coming from I. 
(5.1.2) If R is local, then the u-essential cogrude of Z, denoted 
uecogd(Z), is the maximum length of a u-essential sequence over I. 
(5.2) Re~urk. It is shown in [3, [5.3)] that egd(Z) is unambiguously 
defined, and similarly uecogd(Z) is unambiguously defined, by [2, (4.1)]. 
We now give three new characterizations of uecogd(Z). The first of these 
is related to (3.1.4). 
(5.3) PROPOSITION. Let Z be an ideal in a local ring (R, M) and let 
W = W(R, I). Then uecogd(Z) = uecogd(tZ9,) - 1, where A! = (u, A4, tZ)&?. 
Proof: Let 6, ,..., s b be a maximal u-essential sequence over Z, so 
uecogd(Z) = s, by (5.2). Then u, b, ,..., b are a u-essential sequence over tZB, s 
by (3.1.4). Suppose they are not a maxima1 u-essential sequence over tZB&. 
Then A$ U((t1, u, b, ,..., s b )9), by (2.1.8) and (2.2.2), so there exists a 
homogeneous element h E M, 4 U U( (rZ, u, b, ,..., b,)Wf. Then necessarily 
the degree of h is zero, since u and tZ are already used, so h E M. Therefore 
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u, b i,..., b,, h are a u-essential sequence over tI9, and this together with 
(3.3.1) imply the contradiction that b,,..., b,7 are not a maximal u-essential 
sequence over I. Therefore u, b, ,..., b, are a maximal u-essential sequence 
over tZ9, so necessarily A’ E U((tZ, u, 6, ,..., b,)&?). Therefore the images in 
BJY of u, b, ,..., b, are a u-essential sequence over tZ9& and 
AA E U((tZ, u, bl ,..., b,) gA(), by (2.2.4) and (2.2.2). Thus the images in 9x 
of u, bl ,..., b, are a maximal u-essential sequence over tZ9.&, so it follows 
from (5.2) that uecogd(tZ9A) = s + 1= uecogd(Z) + 1. Q.E.D. 
The second characterization is related to (3.1.3). Its proof uses (6.5.1), so 
we note here that (6.51) does not depend on (5.4). 
(5.4) PROPOSITION. Let Z be an ideal in a local ring (R, M), let 6, ,..., 6, 
be a u-essential sequence over Z, and let Bi = (b, ,..., b,)R (i = l,..., n). Fix i, 
let 9 = 9(R, Bi), and let A= (u, M, tB,)a. Then uecogd(Z)= 
uecogd(ZgA) - 1. 
Proof: Extend b, ,..., b, to be a maximal u-essential sequence 
b I,..., b,, 4, + I,..., b, over Z, so s= uecogd(Z), by (5.2). Then u, tb ,,..., tbi, 
bi + 1 >...y 6, are a u-essential sequence over I&?, by (3.1.3), so 
uecogd(ZB&) > s + 1, by (2.2.4). Now suppose that these elements are not a 
maximal u-essential sequence over IBM. Then as in the proof of (5.3) it 
follows that A’$ U((Z, u, tb, ,..., tbi, bi+ ,,..., b,)@) and that there exists an 
he A4 such that u, tb, ,..., tb,, bi+ ,,..., b,, h are a u-essential sequence over 
Z& However, A is the unique maximal homogeneous ideal in 9, so it 
follows from (6.5.1) that tb, ,..., tbi, bi+ , ,..., b,, h are a u-essential sequence 
over I%‘, and this together with (3.3.2) imply the contradiction that 
b b,, I >..., h are a u-essential sequence over I. Therefore A’ E 
u((Z, 4 tbI,.**, tbi, bi+ I,**-, bs)a), so it follows as in the last part of the proof 
of (5.3) that uecogd(ZB&) = s + 1 = uecogd(Z) + 1. Q.E.D. 
The asymptotic analogue of (5.4) was not proved in [S], so we give it in 
(5.5). 
(5.5) Remark. With the notation of (5.4), acogd(Z) = acogd(Z9&) - 1, 
where acogd(.Z) denotes the asymptotic cograde of an ideal .Z in a local 
ring. 
Proof. The proof is similar to the proof of (5.4), but replace “u-essential 
sequence” with “asymptotic sequence” and (3.1.3), (3.3.2), and (6.5.1) with, 
respectively, [8, (3.3)], [S, (3.7)], and [8, (6.6.1)]. Q.E.D. 
Proposition (5.6) is the last of the three characterizations. It is related to 
(3.2). 
(5.6) PROPOSITION. Let Z be an ideal in a local ring R and let 
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9 = W(R, I). Then uecogd(Z) = egd( (u, M)g) - 1 < uecogd( ugP) for all 
P E E( (u, M) W) and equality holds for some such P. 
Proof: Let b i,..., b, be a maximal u-essential sequence over 1, so 
s = uecogd(Z), and u, b l,..., b, are an essential sequence contained in 
(u, M)B, by (3.2). Now, if A49 C$ U E((u, b, ,..., b,)W), then it4 & 
(U Hfu, b i ,..., b,)@)nR), so there exists b,,, EM, 4 t) E((u, b, ,..., b,)B). 
Thus U, b, 1.1.) 6, + 1 are an essential sequence in Be, so b, ,..., b,, , are a U- 
essential sequence over 1, by (3.2), and this contradicts the maximality of 
b , ,..., b,. Therefore it follows that (u, M)RE U E((u, b, ,..., b,)&?), so 
i ,..., b, are an essential sequence maximal with respect to coming from 
yL,‘M)&?. Therefore egd(u, M)@ = s + 1, by (5.2) so egd( u, M) Se,) 2 s + 1 
for all P E E( (u, M)W) and equality holds for some such P, by [3, (5.7)]. 
But u is a regular element, so it is a u-essential sequence of length one, by 
[2, (2.3.1)], so it follows from (2.2.3) that uecogd(u%P) 2s for all 
P E E( ( U, M)R) and equality holds for some such P. Q.E.D. 
6. FURTHER RESULTS ON U-ESSENTIAL SEQUENCES 
AND U-ESSENTIAL PRIME DIVIWJRS 
In this section we prove several new results as indicated in the title. We 
begin with a useful corollary of (3.2) which is important enough to be 
called a proposition. 
(6.1) PROPOSITION. Let Z be an ideal in a local ring (R, M), let 
8?=W(R, I), let A%?= (u, M, tI)W, and let b ,,..., b, be elements in M. Then 
the following are equivalent: 
(6.1.1) b , ,..., b, are a u-essential sequence over I. 
(61.2) 6, ,..., b, are a u-essentiaZ sequence over tlB&. 
(6.1.3) u, b, ,..., b, are an essential sequence in A+&. 
(6.1.4) Every permutation of u, b,,..., b, is an essential sequence in 9. 
Proof Note first that if hi,..., h, are homogeneous elements in W, then 
for i = l,..., n and for all k 2 1 it holds that each prime divisor of 
(h I ,..., hi)‘% is contained in .M, since A is the unique maximal 
homogeneous ideal in W (see (6.6)). Therefore, since essential prime 
divisors of an ideal K are prime divisors of Kk for all large k, by (2.2.1) it 
follows that h, ,..., h, are an essential sequence in ~8 if and only if they are 
an essential sequence in BM, by (2.2.4). And, if h, ,..., h, are an essential 
sequence in 9&, then each permutation of them is, by [3, (4.6)]. Therefore 
it follows from (3.2) that (6.1.1~~(6.1.3)~(6.1.4). Also it follows from 
(2.2.3) that (6.1.3)=>(6.1.2), and (6.1.2)*(6.1.3), since u is a regular 
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element (and so it is an essential sequence of length one in C@,x, by 
[3, (4.2.1)]. Q.E.D. 
Proposition (6.2) shows that a permutation of a u-essential sequence 
over Z is again a u-essential sequence over Z when the sequence is contained 
in the Jacobson radical. 
(6.2) PROPOSITION. Let Z be an ideal in a Noetherian ring R and let 
b ,,..., b, be a u-essential sequence over Z. Zf b ,,..., 6, are in the Jacobson 
radical of R, then each permutation of b 1 ,..., b,s is a u-essential sequence over 
I. 
Proof: Assume first that R is a local ring with maximal ideal M and let 
9 = &!‘(R, I). Then the conclusion readily follows from the hypothesis and 
(6.1.1)0(6.1.4). 
For the general case suppose that c, ,..., c,~ are a permutation of b, ,..., b,, 
and they are not a u-essential sequence over I. Then there exists an integer i
and some P E U((Z, c 1 ,..., ci)R) such that c,, , E P. Let M be a maximal 
ideal in R containing P. Then the Jacobson radical hypothesis implies that 
(1, b, ,..., b,Y) R c M. Therefore the images of b, ,..., 6, in R, are a u-essential 
sequence over I,, by (2.2.4), but the image of c,, , is in P, and P,,, E 
U(V, Cl ,...> ci) R,), by (2.2.2), and this contradicts what was shown in the 
preceding paragraph. Therefore each permutation of b, ,..., 6, is a u-essential 
sequence over I. Q.E.D. 
(6.3) COROLLARY. Let b, ,..., b, be a u-essential sequence over an ideal Z 
in a Noetherian ring R and assume that they are in the Jacobson radical of R. 
Then the conclusions in (3.1.2) and (4.1.2) hold. 
Proof: Every permutation of b, ,..., 6, is a u-essential sequence over Z, by 
(6.2), so the conclusions follow from (3.1) and (4.1). Q.E.D. 
Proposition (6.4) shows that a u-essential sequence over Z is an essential 
sequence in R if Z is contained in the Jacobson radical. 
(6.4) PROPOSITION. Let Z be an ideal in a Noetherian ring R and let 
bl,..., b, be a u-essential sequence over I. Zf Z is contained in the Jacobson 
radical of R, then b, ,..., b, are an essential sequence in R. 
Proof. Assume first that R is local and let W = W(R, I). Then the 
hypothesis and (6.1.1)= (6.1.4) show that bI,..., b,, u are an essential 
sequence in W. Therefore b ,,..., b, are an essential sequence in 
W[l/u] = R[t, u], by (2.2.4) (with Z= (0) there), so bI,..., b, are an essen- 
tial sequence in R, by (2.2.6) (with Z= (0) there). 
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For the general case suppose that bl,..., b, are not an essential sequence 
in R, so there exists an integer i and some P f E((b, ,-.-, bi)R) such that 
b,, i E P. Let M be a maximal ideal in R containing P, so 
((6 b, ,..., bf, ,)R)c M. Now P,tzE((b, ,..., bjfR,), by (2.2.2), and the 
image of biql is in P,, so the images of bt,..., h,,, are not an essential 
sequence in RM. But the images of b, ,..., bi, 1 are a u-essential sequence 
over I,, by (2.2.4), and this contradicts what was proved in the preceding 
paragraph, so b L ,.ISS b, are an essential sequence in R. QED. 
Remark (6.5) considers the graded cases of (6.2) and (6.4). (Concerning 
(6.5), recall that it is well known that a maximal homogeneous ideal need 
not be a maximal ideal, so some caution should be used when applying this 
resuh.) 
(6.5) Remark. Let R be a graded ~oethe~an ring, let f be a 
homogeneous ideal in R, and let bi,..., b, be homogeneous elements in R 
that are a u-essential sequence over I. Then the fallowing hold: 
(6.5.1) If b, ,.,., b, are in all maximal homogeneous ideals in R, then 
each permutation of b, ,..., b, is a u-essential sequence over I. 
(6.52) If f is contained in all maximal homogeneous ideals in R, then 
b 1 ,..., b, are an essential sequence in R. 
Proof: The local cases follow from (6.2) and (6.4), respectively. And the 
proofs of the general cases are similar to the second paragraphs of the 
proofs of (6.2) and (6.4), respectively, but for both proofs use the fact that 
every homogeneous ideal is contained in a maximal homogeneous ideal 
(and ideals in U(I) and in E(I) are homogeneous if f is, by (22.1)). 
To derive some additional results we need the following lemma. 
Lemma (6.6) is almost certainly known, but 1 know of no reference for it, 
so it was decided to prove it here. 
(6.6) LEMMA, Let f be an ideal c~~ta~~ed in the facobsrin radicuj of a 
Naetherian ring R, and let 9 = 9(R, I). Then the maximal homogeneous 
ideals in W are the ideals (u, M, tI)99 = (MR[ t, u] n W, u).!% with M a 
maximal ideal in R. 
Protlf: If M is a maximal ideal in R, then (MRCt, u] n &?, u)S# is clearly 
the maximal hamogeneous ideal (u, M, tQ.%?. And, if N is a maximal 
homogeneous ideal in R, then let p = N n R and let A4 be a maximal ideal 
in R containing p, Also, for a homogeneous ideal H in @ let [Hlk = 
(r~R;rt% H), SO [Hlk is an ideal in R (-cock< co). Then 
[N + MS], = p + M = M, so it follows that p = M is maximal. ‘Therefore 
f c y s N, by hypothesis, so [&@ + tl@ + WI0 = I+ 1 f p = ~3, so 
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(u, tZ)s G N. Therefore, since (u, p, tZ) !% G N and (u, p, tZ) W is maximal 
(since p is), it follows that N= (u, p, tZ)B. Q.E.D. 
(6.7) Remark. Let ZG J be ideals contained in the Jacobson radical of a 
Noetherian ring R and let &! = %‘(R, J). Let f, = bjtkl (i = l,..., s and 
- cc < k, < co) be homogeneous elements in .% that are a u-essential 
sequence over one of the ideals HE {z&Y, I%!, (u, Z)g, tZS?, (u, tZ)a}. Then 
the following hold: 
(6.7.1) fi ,..., f, are an essential sequence in 9. 
(6.7.2) If tcE W is such that (f,,..., fs) %?[l/tc] # a[l/tc], then 
bIjck’,..., bS/ckS are an essential sequence in D = R[J/c]. 
Proof The live choices for H are contained in all maximal 
homogeneous ideals in .%?, by hypothesis and (6.6), so (6.7.1) holds, by 
(6.5.2). Therefore the images in Y =%‘[ l/tc] of these s elements are an 
essential sequence in Y, by (2.2.4) (with Z= (0) there). Thus, since 
UY = CY and Y =D[tc’, l/tc’] with tc’ transcendental over D, (6.7.2) 
holds by (2.2.6) (with Z= (0) there). Q.E.D. 
Concerning (6.7), note that if J= Z and bl,..., 6, are a u-essential 
sequence over Z, then u, b, ,,.., b, are a u-essential sequence over tZ%?, by 
(3.1.4), so 6, ,..., 6, are a u-essential sequence over (u, tZ)g. Also, if b, ,..., b, 
are an arbitrary essential sequence in R, if .Z= (b, ,..., bd) R, and if 
Z=(b i ,..., b,)R for some s (1 6 SK d), then tb, ,..., tb, are an essential 
sequence in W by (3.3.3) (with Z= (0) there) and (2.2.3), so tb,+ ,,..., tb, are 
a u-essential sequence over tZB, by (2.2.3), and so tb,+ , is a suitable choice 
for tc in (6.7.2). Finally, these two specific examples of (6.7) also apply to 
(6.9). 
Proposition (6.8) shows a nice containment relationship between ideals 
in E((b,,..., bi)R) and in U((Z, b, ,..., bi)R). 
(6.8) PROPOSITION. Let Z be an ideal contained in the Jacobson radical of 
a Noetherian ring R and let bl,..., 6, be a u-essential sequence over I. Fix i 
(1 <i<s), let Bi=(bl,.,., b,)R, and let p E E(B,). Then there exists 
P E U(Z + Bi) such that p G P. 
Proof: Suppose not, so p @ V= lJ U(Z+ Bi). Therefore there exists 
c EP, 4 V, so b, ,..., bi, c are a u-essential sequence over Z and b, ,..., bi, c are 
not an essential sequence in R. But this contradicts (6.4), so the conclusion 
holds. Q.E.D. 
(6.9) Remark. With the notation of (6.7), let Bi= (fi ,..., f,)W and 
Ci = (b, /ckl,..., bi/cki)D (i = l,..., s). Then the following hold: 
(6.9.1) If p E E(B,), then there exists P E U(H + Bi) such that p c P. 
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(6.92) If tc is such that b,tkl ,..., bi tkl, tc are a u-essential sequence 
over H and if q E E(Ci), then there exists Q E U(K+ Ci) such that q c Q, 
where KE {CD, ID, (c, Z)D, (Z/c)D, (c, Z/c)D}. 
Proof: (6.9.1) The five choices for H are contained in all maximal 
homogeneous ideals in W, by hypothesis and (6.6). Now, if there does not 
exist such an ideal P, then there clearly exists a homogeneous element h up, 
$ U U((ZZ, ft ,..., f,)W), so fi ,..., fi, h are homogeneous elements in 9 that 
are a u-essential sequence over H and they are not an essential se<uence in 
W, and this contradicts (6.5.2). Therefore (6.9.1) holds. 
For (6.9.2) let Y = S[ l/tc], so Y = D[tc’, l/tc’], where c’ is the image 
of c in R[l/c], and tc’ is transcendental over D. Also, uY = cY, and 
tZsP = (Z/c)Y, so HSP = KY (for the corresponding five choices of H and 
K) and bit”” = b,/c$ (j = l,..., s). Therefore if q E E(C,), then 49’ E E(B,Y), 
by [3, (3.6)], so p = q9’n W E E(B,), by (2.2.2). Therefore by (6.9.1) there 
exists P E U( H + Bi) such that p s P. Now the hypothesis on tc implies that 
tc#P, so Q=P~‘~DDE(K+C,), by (2.2.2) and [3,(3.6)], so (6.9.2) 
holds. Q.E.D. 
The final proposition shows that powers of a u-essential sequence over Z 
are again a u-essential sequence over 1. This is not obvious from 
Definition (2.1.8). 
(6.10) PROPOSITlON. Let Z be an ideal in a Noetherian ring R and let 
b , ,..., b, be nonunits in R. Then the fo~Io~ing are equ~v~~ent~ 
(6.10.1) 6, ,..., b, are a u-essential sequence over I. 
(6.10.2) b:‘,..., b$ are a u-essential sequence over Z for some positive 
integers ki. 
(6.10.3) (6.102) holds for all positive integers ki. 
Proof: b , ,..., b, are a u-essential sequence over Z if and only if u, b, ,..., b, 
are an essential sequence in W = W(R, Z), by (3.2). Now, if H and K are 
ideals in a Noetherian ring A such that Rad H = Rad K, then E(H) = E(K), 
by [3, (3.3.5)]. Therefore, since Rad(u, b ,,..., bi)B= Rad(u, /$I ,..., bF)B? for 
i = 0, l,..., s and for all positive integers ki, it follows that U, bl,..., b, are an 
essential sequence in B if and only if u, bfl,..., b? are, and this holds if and 
only if b’;i,..., b$ are a u-essential sequence over Z, by (3.2). Q.E.D. 
This paper will be closed with the following remark that extends its 
applicability. 
(6.11) Remark. Let bI,..., b, be a u-essential sequence over an ideal Z in 
a Noetherian ring R. Then the foIlowing hold: 
(6.11.1) The images in each faithfully flat Noetherian R-algebra A of 
481/99,2-6 
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b 1,..., b, are a u-essential sequence over IA and over (ZA + z)/z for all 
ZE Ass A, by (2.2.6) and (2.2.5). Therefore the results in this paper hold 
with any of these rings and ideals in place of R and I. 
(6.11.2) If B is a finite integral extension ring of R such that z E Ass B 
implies z n R E Ass R, then b, ,..., b, are a u-essential sequence over IB, by 
[2, (3.6)], so the results in this paper hold with B and ZB in place of R 
and Z. 
(6.12.3) If k, ,..., k, are positive integers, then b’;l,..., b? are a u-essen- 
tial sequence over Z by (6.101, so the results in this paper hold with these 
elements in place of b, ,..., b,. 
(6.11.4) If J is an ideal in R such that Z” c J”’ _C (Z”), for some 
positive integers n and m, then b 1 ,+.,, b, are a u-essential sequence over J, by 
[2, (3.8)], so the results in this paper hold with J in place of I. 
(6.11.5) The results in this paper hold for essential sequences in R, by 
taking I= (0) (since a u-essential sequence over (0) is an essential sequence 
in R, by (2.2.3)). 
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